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Training for and practicing the specialty of medical oncology are stressful endeavors. During the training process, future oncologists often cope with their stress by assuming that “things will get better” after they complete residency and fellowship. This myth often leads physicians to sacrifice many of the personal values and activities that give life meaning. It also may perpetuate a philosophy of delayed gratification that leads to a loss of balance between personal and professional lives. If it is maintained for a long period, this imbalance may diminish personal resources that help oncologists cope with job-related stress and ultimately may contribute to physician burnout, a syndrome of emotional exhaustion and depersonalization that leads to decreased effectiveness at work. The insidious sacrifice of self during training and early practice may be perpetuated by the culture of residency/fellowship and the example of professional role models. Recognition that personal well-being is important provides oncologists the opportunity to reflect on values and make proactive decisions to combat burnout and enhance personal and professional satisfaction.

In this article, we propose three steps to help oncologists identify values, promote balance between their personal and professional lives, enhance the activities they find most meaningful in their work, and nurture activities that promote personal well-being. In addition, based on the suggestions of practicing oncologists, we offer recommendations for fellowship programs to help these professionals prepare oncology fellows for the challenges they will face in practice.

A Familiar Story
It is a story most of us know all too well, either from observation or personal experience. An anxious but eager college graduate enthusiastically embarks upon his medical training. Full of commitment and idealism, he willingly focuses on his studies, sacrificing some hobbies and relationships to “become a good doctor.” Two years later, and numbed by textbooks, he is excited to begin his clerkships and finally focus on “caring for patients.”

During his first hospital rotation, he is awed by the knowledge of residents, yet stunned by their cynicism and irreverence. “I will never talk about a patient like that!” he vows. Taking call with “the team” also demands additional pruning of personal interests and activities; it becomes difficult to get to the gym anymore. He receives his diploma with a sense of accomplishment and pride. He is ready for the rigor of residency, but wonders when he will have time for relationships or a family.

Residency exacts a new toll: there is no life outside the hospital. The soldiers in this boot camp form strong bonds; the outside world does not comprehend their struggle. Sometimes, he finds himself thinking the same cynical thoughts about patients that once shocked him, and it disturbs him. He realizes that this experience may demand more than he wants to give. He steels his resolve to “survive.”

Fellowship is a similar experience. There are so many suffering patients and such limited ability to help. Friendships, hobbies, and spiritual practice once refreshed him in times like these, but he has been too busy for these pursuits, and they have atrophied. “Life will get better after fellowship,” he tells himself. After joining a prestigious practice, he wants to become a partner and willingly accepts extra patient visits and call nights as the “junior member” of the group. Sometimes, he worries he is not a good husband or father. “I’m a good doctor,” he reassures himself. He wonders if that is enough.

Things Will Get Better When…

Becoming an oncologist is a stressful endeavor embarked upon willingly by physicians who choose to make sacrifices for the privilege and rewards of caring for patients with cancer. The training experi-
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Satisfaction, Balance, and Meaning, a recent study of medical oncologists, heavy patient suffering, other factors also contribute to oncologist burnout, a syndrome of emotional exhaustion and depersonalization that leads to decreased effectiveness at work. Treating patients as objects rather than as human beings and becoming emotionally depleted are common symptoms of burnout. In a specialty where curative treatment is uncommon, many oncologists derive great professional satisfaction from relieving the physical and emotional suffering of patients and helping them come to terms with their illness. The realization that they are not as caring as they once were can precipitate an existential searching and loss of professional direction.

Intrinsic to the “survival attitude” is the belief that “things will get better” after residency/fellowship. A recent study of medical oncologists suggests this belief may be a myth. When asked to identify the most stressful period of their career (undergraduate, medical school, internship/residency, fellowship, or current position), “current position” was a close second to internship/residency as the most common response by oncologists. Somewhat analogous to the “survival attitude” reported by residents, when asked to rate the importance of various “wellness” strategies, 37% of oncologists rated “looking forward to retirement” as an 8, 9, or 10 on a 0–10 scale (0=not important; 10=essential strategy) [15]. Younger oncologists were as likely to report this strategy as their older colleagues. Tragically, these findings suggest that many physicians adopt a strategy of delayed gratification that sacrifices personal life early in training and maintain this coping strategy throughout their entire careers.

Frequently, physicians do not fully realize the consequences of this attitude until they complete training and are established in practice. They wake up one day and realize they no longer enjoy their work, they lost the connection they once had with patients, and they have given up many of the personal activities that give life meaning. They further realize their distress at work is “spilling over” into their personal and family lives [19–21] and ask themselves, “What went wrong?”

Oncologist Burnout

Studies show that 30% to 50% of oncologists experience burnout, a syndrome of emotional exhaustion and depersonalization that leads to decreased effectiveness at work. Treating patients as objects rather than as human beings and becoming emotionally depleted are common symptoms of burnout. In a specialty where curative treatment is uncommon, many oncologists derive great professional satisfaction from relieving the physical and emotional suffering of patients and helping them come to terms with their illness. The realization that they are not as caring as they once were can precipitate an existential searching and loss of professional direction.

Although burnout may occur in physicians of all specialties, many have speculated that oncologists’ frequent exposure to death and suffering may place them at particularly high risk [17, 23, 29–32]. In addition to frequent exposure to patient suffering, other factors also contribute to loss of satisfaction for oncologists—particularly in recent years. Decreased autonomy [16, 17, 33–35], increased workload [23], increased governmental and insurance reimbursement issues [15], demands of office management [15, 17, 23], and a rapidly expanding medical knowledge base [15] have changed the landscape of medicine. In a recent study of medical oncologists, heavy patient load, dealing with patient death and suffer-
ing, keeping current with the medical literature, delivering bad news to patients, and balancing personal and professional lives were considered to be the greatest stressors [15].

Difficulty finding the right balance between personal and professional roles is a central theme in studies exploring oncologist distress [15, 22, 23]. In at least two studies, oncologists believed that inadequate time away from work was the single greatest cause of burnout [22, 23]. The absence of modeled work-life balance by supervising physicians during training may perpetuate this problem. Medical students and young physicians often admire senior colleagues for their knowledge and commitment. The supervising physician who can quote the latest study, apply scientific knowledge, spend extra time teaching house staff, and be available to their patients at all hours is revered as the “model physician.” Many young physicians seek to emulate these qualities. Yet there is a price for this singleness of purpose. The lack of opportunity for young physicians to observe how these professional role models successfully or unsuccessfully combine their personal and professional lives limits their ability to determine whether they wish to fully emulate these physicians. Often, young physicians fail to realize that the professional path they are following leads to personal unhappiness until they experience it themselves.

**Recommendations for Oncologists**

Recovery from burnout is possible [11, 36]. This renewal often requires reassessing priorities, changing the focus of work, limiting certain aspects of practice, and refining one’s approach to dealing with patient death and suffering [37]. Such changes often go against the dominant norms of professional culture and may require individuals to “swim against the current” [38]. Based on the similar wellness strategies reported by diverse groups of physicians [15, 38, 39], a three-step process of identifying values, optimizing meaning in work, and nurturing personal wellness activities may be a useful guide.

**STEP 1: IDENTIFYING VALUES**

Assessing values and establishing priorities can be important steps to evaluating personal well-being. Once a list of personal and professional goals is generated, a period of reflection to determine how specific aspects of these two lists can or cannot be combined is revealing. A series of questions can be used by physicians as a tool to identify their values and negotiate priorities between personal and professional domains (Table 1) [40]. Once priorities are identified, they can be used to determine which activity will be sacrificed if two activities are incompatible.

Placing family and personal needs as the top priority is viewed by some physicians as a lack of professional commitment. For most physicians, however, prioritizing family and personal needs over work recognizes that personal and professional needs must be balanced and that enthusiasm for work is a limited resource that must be replenished through adequate attention to personal needs. Oncologists in the North Central Cancer Treatment Group (NCCTG) who reported a high level of overall well-being rated the importance of a number of specific personal wellness promotion strategies as markedly higher than did those without high overall well-being. Incorporating a life philosophy that stressed balance between personal and professional lives (P < 0.0001), developing an approach/philosophy to dealing with death and end-of-life care (P < 0.0002), and using recreation, hobbies and exercise (P = 0.0009) all were rated dramatically more important strategies for oncologists who had high well-being [15]. Thus, although negotiating the right balance between personal and professional lives is a major source of stress for oncologists

**Table 1**

**Questions to Identify Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>What is my greatest priority in life? Have I been living my life in a way that demonstrates this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Where am I most irreplaceable? At home? At the hospital? Elsewhere?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Do I have adequate balance between my personal and professional lives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Am I asking more of my spouse and children than I should?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>What kind of a legacy do I want to leave my children?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>What person or activity have I been neglecting?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>If I could relive the past year, what would I spend more time doing? What would I spend less time doing? What changes do I need to make to help this happen this year?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Why did I choose my profession? What do I like most about my job?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>What would I like my life to be like in 10 years?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>What do I fear?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From Myers11 1 From Clever40*
Table 2
Steps to Promote Personal Well-Being

1. Identify personal and professional values and priorities
Reflect on values (see Table 1). Strive to achieve balance between personal and professional lives. Make a list of personal values and priorities; rank in order of importance. Make a list of professional values and priorities; rank in order of importance. Integrate these two lists. Based on priorities, determine how conflicts should be managed.

2. Enhance areas of work that are most personally meaningful
Identify areas of work that are most meaningful to you (palliative care, patient education, medical education, participation in clinical trials, research, administration).
Find how you can reshape your practice to increase your focus in this area.
Decide if improving your skills in a specific area (delivering bad news, managing an office, providing palliative care) would decrease your stress at work, or if seeking additional training in this or other areas be helpful for you.
Identify opportunities to reflect with colleagues about stressful and rewarding aspects of practice (story-telling groups, Balint groups, others).
Interests change; periodically reassess what you enjoy most about work.

3. Identify and nurture personal wellness strategies of importance to you
Protect and nurture your relationships.
Nurture religion/spirituality practices.
Develop hobbies and use vacations to encourage non-medical interests.
Ensure adequate sleep, exercise, nutrition.
Define and protect time for personal reflection at least monthly.
Obtain a personal primary care provider and seek regular medical care.

STEP 2: OPTIMIZING MEANING IN WORK

Although most physicians experience significant stress at work, job satisfaction appears to help prevent stress from becoming burnout [17, 41]. After they define values and establish priorities, oncologists must determine how to maximize their satisfaction from work. The psychological construct of “flow,” a state characterized by intrinsic motivation, peak interest, and absorption in work, can be a useful paradigm in this regard [42]. This concept states that an appropriate matching between challenges and skills provides the optimal opportunity for individuals to find meaning and satisfaction. Individuals who experience too little challenge will experience boredom, whereas those who face challenges that far exceed their skills will experience anxiety. When the optimal fit is achieved, individuals experience flow [42].

A variety of work-related activities, including palliative care, research, patient care, administration, and educational activities, provide opportunities for flow. Since each physician cultivates a unique set of knowledge, interests, and skills, the optimal challenges to promote satisfaction for each individual are unique. For one physician, practice management may be a source of depletion, whereas it may provide a sense of challenge and accomplishment that enhances satisfaction from work for another. New responsibilities, such as taking over office management, initially may present a challenge for which a physician has little training and may be a stressful and unrewarding experience. For some individuals, however, developing skill in this area through education or experience may transform this initially anxiety-provoking task into a potential source of increased satisfaction. Additional training also may prove helpful for other stressful tasks for which many oncologists believe they are inadequately trained, such as delivering “bad news” to patients [23, 43].

The optimal mix of activities to promote satisfaction from practice also should be expected to change through the course of a career. What was challenging and rewarding early in practice later may seem mundane as knowledge and experience increase. Periodic reflection on activities (patient care, education, research, administration) or aspects of clinical practice (palliative care, specific disease focus) that provide optimal satisfaction allows individuals to tailor their work experience to maximize fulfillment. Such refocusing can provide oncologists opportunities to “change their job” without leaving their practice.

Although initially awkward for many physicians, opportunities to reflect with their colleagues about the challenging and existential aspects of practice can be another forum to promote self-awareness and identify meaningful aspects of work. Multiple formats for such reflection can be used and typically involve a small number of physicians who meet once every 3–4 weeks to reflect on a specific topic (e.g., dealing with patient anger, patient death and suffering, balance between personal and professional lives). A period of individual reflection followed by facilitated discussion with a focus on shared experiences, rather than criticism or advice, is a theme common to all of these formats [38, 44, 45]. This time of discussion may remind physicians of what is most meaningful in the practice of medicine and may foster a sense of connection with colleagues.
STEP 3: NURTURING PERSONAL WELLNESS ACTIVITIES

True balance includes being attentive to personal needs as well as the needs of family and patients. Once physicians arrive home from work, spending time with family, paying bills, and performing household chores often absorb the remaining hours and leave little time for personal reflection, hobbies, exercise, interests, and spiritual practice. Neglecting these activities leads to loss of perspective, physical health, and personal growth.

Ironically, attention to adequate sleep, exercise, nutrition, and regular medical care often are neglected by physicians, who daily counsel patients on the importance of these habits. Establishing a personal primary care physician and developing a strategy for regular exercise and nutrition that can be shared with other members of the family (evening walks, hiking, sporting events with children, etc.) can be a practical place to begin. The concept of flow may be applied to personal activities as well. Sports, the arts, and other hobbies provide ready opportunities for individuals to experience challenge, interest, and growth.

Religious/spiritual practice may provide perspective and purpose and is cited as a critical component of well-being by many physicians [39], including oncologists [15, 29]. Taking time to reflect on the personal impact of the strength, suffering, and courage witnessed in the daily practice of oncology also may provide oncologists with opportunities to process their grief and affirm the noble and praiseworthy characteristics of the human spirit [28]. The ideal frequency of such reflection varies for each physician, but professionals should consider taking time for such reflection at least monthly (Table 2).

Recommendations for Fellowship Programs

As a result of the aging of the US population, the next several decades are likely to be a time of increased demand for oncologists. Maintaining an adequate oncology workforce will require not only training enough oncologists but preventing the premature attrition of those already in practice [24]. In addition to training physicians in disease management, fellowship programs have a responsibility to help fellows develop the habits and skills necessary to prepare them for the challenges that they will face in practice and that may immunize against burnout.

Being the frequent bearers of bad news, supervising toxic treatment, and caring for patients with unsolvable disease-related complications are constant sources of stress for oncologists [23, 27, 29, 43]. Oncology fellows often receive little training regarding how to manage these chal-
Table 4
Proposed Changes in Fellowship Curriculum to Enhance Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPOSED CHANGE</th>
<th>ONCOLOGISTS WHO WOULD ENCOURAGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS TO DEVELOP SUCH A CHANGE (N=137)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional curriculum on end-of-life care/delivering “bad news”</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional curriculum on governmental/insurance reimbursement issues</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic small group meetings for debriefing/sharing with other fellows</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic small group meetings to discuss patient death/suffering</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional curriculum on job-life balance</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional curriculum on office management</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional curriculum on applying for and maintaining grant support</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic small group meetings with a psychiatrist to discuss stress</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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One informal survey found less than 20% of oncologists received formal education in the basic communication tasks required of oncologists, such as delivering “bad news” and discussing the transition from active treatment to palliative care [43]. Other investigators reported that although 89% of cancer clinicians considered themselves adequately trained in disease management, only half believed they were adequately trained in such communication skills [23]. Importantly, adequate mastery of these professional skills appears to have a profound impact on oncologists’ personal wellness [15, 23]. Physicians who consider themselves inadequately trained experience significantly more distress, have lower satisfaction with work, and are at higher risk for burnout than are those who believe they were adequately prepared [17, 23, 26].

In our recent study of NCCTG oncologists [15], a subgroup of responders subjectively rated the adequacy of their fellowship training in a variety of areas. Large numbers of oncologists considered themselves inadequately trained in tasks frequently rated as the greatest sources of stress for oncologists (Table 3). When considered with other reports [17, 23, 26], these observations suggest that gaps in training may contribute to oncologist burnout and that improving fellowship curriculum in specific areas (ie, communication skills) may promote better quality of life for both physicians and patients. Recommended changes in fellowship curriculum to enhance training as suggested by practicing oncologists are presented in Table 4. Educational research to enhance the quality of training in some of these areas is underway and should be of particular interest to fellowship program directors [46, 47].

Conclusion

The practice of oncology provides opportunities for both great distress and great satisfaction. Debunking the myth that “things will get better” and focusing on optimizing present circumstances are essential steps to achieving personal well-being. Identifying and acting on life values, maximizing the aspects of work that are the most personally meaningful, and nurturing activities that foster personal wellness can help oncologists achieve satisfaction in the personal and professional spheres of their lives.
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